MY ROLES

HIGH PERFORMANCE PROGRAMS FOR
BUSINESS PEOPLE
Durham McInnis
High Performance Specialist

HOW WE OPERATE

1 Education
Teaching the why and
the how of athletic
development to
players, coaches and
parents
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INTRO

‣ Head coach at Australia’s best private High Performance
centre
‣ Speed and agility coach for the Melbourne Boomers
‣ Athletic Development Manager Basketball Victoria
‣ Member of the Deakin University Exercise and Sports
Science advisory board
‣ High performance coach for business teams

OUR RESULTS

2. Analysis
Injury history
Movement screen
Bio mech analysis
Performance analysis

3. Programming
Custom programs
Mass Programs
Face to face and
online delivery

4. Training
Small group sessions
where athletes train
under constant
coaching and
guidance

WHAT IS A
HIGH PERFORMANCE
PROGRAM?

BENEFITS OF A HIGH PERFORMANCE PROGRAM

REASONS FOR FAILURE

‣ Anti ageing
‣ Anti stress

‣ Lack of time
‣ Terrible strategies

‣ Improved memory
‣ Increased health span

WHY ARE MOST
PEOPLE ON A
LOW PERFORMANCE
PROGRAM?

KEY INFORMATION

THE MAGIC OF SUPERCOMPENSATION

‣ Improved sleep
‣ Improved cognition
‣ Improved body composition
‣ Improved energy

‣ Our bodies are really really old
‣ Most of us are living out of harmony with our physiology

Improved fitness above
previous baseline

Performance level

‣ The human body responds amazingly to the right kind of
stressors in the right dosage applied consistently over
time.
‣ There is a really big difference between thriving and
surviving

3. SUPERCOMPENSATION

Training Stressor
2. RESISTANCE

1. ALARM

Performance drops
due to fatigue

Adaptation begins,
return to baseline

Time

OVERTRAINING/
OVERREACHING

Stressors are too close, or
too much for the systemperformance drops

‣ A fundamental lack of understanging about the human
body
‣ A fatal lack of momentum
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STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESS

1. Get control of your suprachiasmatic nucleus

2. Exploit the magic of fasted morning outdoor cardio

BENEFITS OF TRE PALEO(ISH) EATING

‣ People who shorten up the eating window by just a few
hours lose weight and have better sleep and energy.
‣ A higher (good) fat and lower sugar diet will reduce
systemic inflammation
‣ The paleo(ish) eating style also changes your microbiome
so that the sugar loving bacteria become less dominant.
‣ You get to eat delicious food and feel really full.

4. Employ some form of time restricted paleo(ish) eating

3. Cash in on the compounding benefits of resistance
training

5.Create a balanced training plan

7.Rig the game to win

6.Try to get better sleep

7.Rig the game to win

7.Rig the game to win

7.Rig the game to win

SUMMARY

‣ Get that blue light in early
‣ Train in the mornings whenever you can
‣ Lift a little
‣ Give your tummy at least 12 hours off and eat more natural
foods with a protein fat bias
‣ Create a balanced plan that is practical

7.Rig the game to win

YOUR ULTIMATE ANTI DESK STRETCH: ALWAYS USE A CUSHION HOLD GENTLY FOR 25-30 SECONDS

If you stick at it is impossible to fail

‣ Avoid the blue light after 7:00pm
‣ Get your sleep
‣ Rig the game

CONTACT INFO

‣ durham@coreadvantage.com.au
‣ 0410 444 948
‣ coreadvantage.com.au

RESOURCES

‣ The Core Advantage interval
timer (for help with cardio and
stretching) available free on the
app stores
‣ Episode 127 of the Core
Advantage Random thoughts
show “How to get and stay in
great shape”

Questions?

